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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following are benefits a service map can bring
during an Incident resolution? (Choose three.)
A. Helps reduce the number of unplanned changes in a customer
environment.
B. Quickly identifies any recent incidents that occurred on
components of the impacted service.
C. Narrows down possible affected components when a service is
impacted.
D. Helps pinpoint code errors after a faulty application is
identified.
E. Quickly identifies any recent changes performed on
components of the impacted service.
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which statement about VACS is true?
A. It provides centralized provisioning and orchestration (or
physical and virtual networking.
B. It is designed around open standards and open APIs.
C. Delivers a comprehensive cloud management solution spanning
service offerings from underlying infrastructure lo
anything-as-a-service platforms.
D. It provides scalable and multi protocol controller
infrastructure for supporting multiple service providers and
services.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Symantec Endpoint Protection 12.1 administrator has the Virus
and Spyware Protection policy
configured with Auto-Protect enabled. The administrator is
confronted with computer performance issues.
Which two options can the administrator use to improve
performance? (Select two.)
A. Edit the autoprotect.xml and increase the cache value.
B. Enable the Preserve File Times option.
C. Enable the Risk Tracer option.
D. Enable the option to Trust Files on Remote Computers Running
Auto-Protect.
E. Enable the option of Network Cache.
Answer: D,E
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